Are you ready?
We want to revolutionize public transport and the logistics sector
with a zero-emission hydrogen combustion engine.
Do you enjoy swimming with hydrogen against the current like we do? Do you have faith in yourself and your ideas, and
do you believe that people can always change the world for the better?
We hope so, because we certainly do! We are a young, international and successful technology start-up from Munich,
special-izing in the development and marketing of hydrogen-based, zero-emission combustion engines. Our clients are
international vehicle manufacturers, our partners Tier 1 Supplier. The market is showing a lot of interest in our patented
and innovative drive technology: we are working with engine and vehicle manufacturers, not to mention renowned
urban fleet operators and public transport authorities. Our engine technology has already proven what it can do on the
test bench and is due for inclusion in a range of pilot projects soon.
If you are excited as well by the idea of clean, hydrogen-driven engines, and want to immerse yourself in the
KEYOU pioneering spirit, then you’ll fit right in with us!

We are looking for you!
Currently we’re looking for a dedicated, confident and highly motivated

Engine Hardware Components
Specification and Homologation
Engineer (m/f/d)
YOUR TASKS:
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Lead the development process of specific components
Development timeline monitoring necessary for the development and integration in the different projects
Produce Specification sheets for different components
Lead and monitor certification and approval processes
Reliability and durability component testing management
Communication and follow-up with different partners to achieve mutual goals
Monitor engine homologation process
Perform FMEA and Risk Analysis process.

YOUR PROFILE:
+

Consolidated knowledge in approval and homologation processes

+

Consolidated knowledge in reliablity and durability testing

+

Consolidated knowledge in automotive component specification

+

High degree of responsibility and timeline achievements

+

Knowledge of hydrogen related regulations (e.g. EC 79/2009)

WHAT WE OFFER:
+

A highly motivated, international team that is convinced it is contributing to a better and cleaner tomorrow

+

Space for creativity and new ideas to flourish, plus a varied job with lots of opportunities for personal development

+

A challenging, fast but always fair and transparent working environment with fun and passion

+

Performance-based pay and the chance to participate in our Virtual Stock Option Program (VSOP)

CONTACT:
We’re not looking for perfect CVs; we’re looking for people who are enthusiastic in their work and who actually
want to change the world a little bit. Do you share our vision and want to shape a big idea from the very
beginning, gain experience and become part of a dynamic team? Then please send your application, including salary
expectations, earliest start date, and the title of the job advertisement in the subject line to career@keyou.de.
We are looking forward to you!
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